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Ranking Country’s Airplay Leaders
For better or worse, Country radio and the music business
are inextricably bonded. A Country station without music is
just talk radio with twang, and Nashville without airplay is,
well, Americana. So, in asking a panel of industry experts to
rank those with the greatest influence over this symbiotic
relationship, Country Aircheck offered this criteria:
“Airplay is currency for Country radio as well as the music business,
so those with the greatest influence over airplay decisions should
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Joe
Galante

Sony BMG/Nashville Chairman

Happy Feat: I will always remember going to the studio and
hearing Alan Jackson’s “Where Were You (When The World Stopped
Turning).” This was early October, after Sept. 11, and we were all
still very emotional. The CMA TV Committee had pretty much closed
the show, but I played the song for them and people were speechless.
When Alan debuted it on the show, the emotion swept through the
room. CMT’s Brian Philips was sitting behind me and said, “Get that
to me and it’s going on the air right now.”
The song went from that performance to radio within hours, and
the CMA moved mountains to get it done. It helped an entire nation
understand a little better what they were going through, and the whole
industry threw out the rule book. We all shined. It was that one moment
when you knew we did the right thing artistically and commercially. Those aren’t easy to find.
Humble Pie: When we took Ronnie Milsap to radio last year, the response to the music was
thumbs-up. He got a standing ovation on our CRS boat show. He toured with George Strait. He
visited radio. Every place he went on the air, the phones lit up. But the single went nowhere. He
was singing better than most guys on the radio, and the music was better than what was being
done by a number of acts. But that didn’t matter — he was not going to be allowed back onto the
chart. And I had to sit down and tell him face-to-face that he had done all the right things, but
it wasn’t going to happen. This is the same guy I had countless No. 1s with at RCA. He helped
grow this format. It hurt deeply.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: We had our regionals ask key radio folks for their thoughts
on a follow-up to Brooks & Dunn’s “Play Something Country” and went with one of their
top two choices. We put out “Building Bridges” as requested and the album fell out of
the top 15 in sales. We decided to go with the track that everyone told us was the one that
wouldn’t work. It was called “Believe,” and boy, did we all believe. It turned out to be
Single and Song of the Year and sold about 750,000 albums, which gave the guys their bestselling CD in the last five years. Of course, it didn’t test. But we can’t build careers without
taking the risks. This isn’t a science.

receive your highest rankings – those who
directly control airplay or have influence to
obtain airplay on behalf of artists.”
And so, here are the top 31 airplay power
brokers, as ranked by a panel of their
peers, along with their stories of success,
struggle and strange happenings at the
intersection of music and broadcasting.
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Scott
Borchetta
Big Machine President

Happy Feat: The campaign for Reba’s “Somebody” that knocked
Tim McGraw’s “Live Like You Were Dying” out of the No. 1 spot
for one week. This was the first big campaign that I worked with John
Zarling on, right after DreamWorks was merged into UMG/Nashville.
Getting to work with the MCA crew again was an absolute blast, and
we all felt like we had something to prove. We chose our attack date
so far out and created so many weapons – combining things that we
were doing at DW with things that MCA VP Royce Risser and JZ were
doing, as well as the power of Reba’s untapped assets. Our audience and point increases were
off the hook, and nobody really thought we could do it until Thursday of that week. By then,
there was nothing our competitor could do. Huge fun.
Humble Pie: Everyday is humbling. You better be able to take a punch.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Jimmy Harnen’s crazy outfits while at DreamWorks – he
dressed up for holidays I didn’t even know existed. Royce is willing to self-inflict bodily harm
for attention. Both remind me to have fun, and we work way too hard not to have fun.
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Charlie
Cook

Cumulus VP/Country

Happy Feat: I am a pretty basic guy when it comes to hearing music:
Does it pass the “who cares” test? So songs like “I Loved Her First” and
“Alyssa Lied” were obvious because they made you stop and listen. We were
early on Jason Michael Carroll’s record, and I liked that we helped jump start
his career. The business has swung so strongly to an artist-driven format that
when you can participate in a newcomer’s music, that’s satisfying.
Humble Pie: I’m going to give away my age here, but I missed
“I Can Help” by Billy Swann. It was not my decision alone, but at
KLAK/Denver they let the disc jockeys participate in music meetings. A bad idea, as evidenced
by me thinking that this was the worst record ever. And I missed “Achy Breaky Heart.” I remember
Kevin Herring trying to convince me that this was the hottest thing out there when I was at WYNY/
New York. We ended up playing it, but I hated every minute of it.
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Jeff
Garrison

Jaye
Albright

Country Consultant

Humble Pie: I thought Monty Holmes’ “Why’d You Start Lookin’
So Good” was going to launch his career as an artist. That’s my kind
of country music. Monty was nice enough to come to town for me
to do an appearance at a Las Vegas Stars baseball game in 1998, and
I still owe him that favor. At least we all had a good time and saw a
great ball game together.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: In 1964, I was doing mornings at a
Jazz station and a Broadway show tunes program seven to midnight in
Cleveland while attending Kent State University. I played trombone in
the KSU band and orchestra, and considered myself as having extremely
sophisticated musical tastes. So, when the Capitol Records rep brought me
a copy of the Beatles’ first release in the U.S., I told him that they were too
weird and would never make it. That pretty much indicates, even today, my ability to hear a hit.
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Luke
Lewis

UMG/Nashville Chairman

Happy Feat: Having 10 hit singles each on The Woman In Me and
Come On Over, something that probably won’t ever happen again. The
first sold over 10 million and the latter over 21 million, becoming the
biggest country album in the SoundScan era.
Humble Pie: Sugarland’s first single, “Baby Girl,” took 46 weeks
to peak on the Country singles chart. It was a stark reminder that most
programmers rely more on research than their ears these days. It did
happen, but it should never take so long to recognize a hit.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Prior to the Spitzer investigation, we had some programmers expecting
us to pay them for airplay. Extortion isn’t really funny, but the notion of providing content which drives
ratings and ad revenue, and then being expected to pay to have the content aired, is laughable.
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Gregg
Swedberg

KEEY/Minneapolis PD

Happy Feat: Arista brought a number of PDs to [then label head] Tim
DuBois’ house, ostensibly for a Clint Daniels and Shannon Brown showcase.
They needed a guitar player, so they brought along Brad Paisley. After
showcasing those two acts, which you got the impression were the focus, they
let Brad play three songs – his single, “Who Needs Pictures,” an early version
of “The Fishing Song” and one other that he hadn’t recorded yet and didn’t
think would be on his first album. It was “He Didn’t Have To Be.”
I remember getting up in Tim and Mike Dungan’s faces, poking my finger in their chests and
demanding that they get that “Dad” song on the record because it was a No. 1 record. Well, it
was one of the rare opportunities where I was right. The song was Brad’s first No. 1, and Brad
stopped a show last year to tell an arena full of people that story. My kid thought I was cool for
about half an hour.
Humble Pie: After Little Big Town’s first CD didn’t hit like it should have, Karen Fairchild
sent a possible single to me for the next CD: “Boondocks.” I thought it was brilliant, but way
too hip for the format and told her so. Two weeks later, Sony folded Monument and the band got
dropped. When they got picked up by Equity, I told Mike Kraski not to come with “Boondocks.”
He did anyway. I added it mostly because I believed so much in the band, knowing that it
probably wouldn’t work. When the requests started rolling in I assumed they had a good street
team. Then the callout started, and the song I insisted wouldn’t work went Top 5.
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Mike
Dungan

Capitol/Nashville
President/CEO

Happy Feat: When I started working with Trace Adkins on his
fourth album, his career wasn’t in desperate shape, but it could have
been if we didn’t make an immediate impact. He had recorded “I’m
Trying,” which was definitely a stretch, but I just knew it was a
smash. Neither Trace, management nor the promotion staff wanted it
as the first single. Trace’s exact words still burn in my head: “If I’m going to fail, I’d at least
like to have a hand in what I’m failing with.” But I got everyone to “just trust me.” We put it
out and I didn’t sleep for days. Then the positive comments and adds began to pour in. Trace
was back, the song went top 5, and we jump started the Chrome album, the re-beginning of
many platinum performances to come.      
Humble Pie: With the “minor” exception of Gretchen Wilson, The Jenkins came out of
CRS as the buzz act. But it was a major wakeup call with respect to the “split” at Country
radio. It was all about a song that no one at the label wanted to cut, much less pick as a single.
We included it on the album because it meant so much to the band. To the traditionalists,
“Blame It On Mama” was salvation. But the progressives hated it, and refused to air something
that referenced 20- to 30-year-old country songs. It was a standoff.
Without airplay from the left side of our radio panel, we stalled on the chart. And the minute
we did, the traditionalists bailed. Then we came back with the more contemporary “Getaway
Car,” which the progressives loved (Mark Evans still plays this), but the traditionalists howled
we had “ruined the band.” It was a lose-lose situation. From that moment on, I realized that
this format is divided between those who have been in country radio all their careers, and those
who came over from the pop world in the ‘90s.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I occasionally borrow a line from pop promo legend Matty “the
Humdinger” Singer. “You put this on, and I promise that if it ain’t a hit, I’ll come in there and
personally #@&% +*!$ &#@%!
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CBS Radio VP/Country,
KILT/Houston PD

Happy Feat: Brad Paisley played “He Didn’t Have to Be”
at a private PD meeting for what was then AM/FM. The entire
group and I were blown away. Arista added it to the project and
we supported it out of the box.
Humble Pie: I believed in Kelly Coffey’s
music and it worked great in Phoenix and
Houston, but I learned that Nashville controls
artists much more than radio. That’s the way it goes. I
feel for artists.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: When I programmed WESC/Greenville,
Garth released Fresh Horses and “Fever” was the first single. The CD was
scheduled to be released on a Tuesday, but our afternoon jock, Johnny
Reb, called me on the Friday before and said that a listener just bought the
new Garth CD at Target. So I went down, bought three copies and told the
store manager they shouldn’t sell any more until Tuesday or they would
get in trouble with the label – making sure my competition couldn’t buy it.
Subsequently, Capitol’s Bill Catino had to overnight the album to radio two days early.
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Clay
Hunnicutt

Clear Channel VP/Country;
WUBL/Atlanta PD

Happy Feat: Being there at the beginning of Kenny Chesney’s rise. He
used to come to WUSY (US-101)/Chattanooga and hang out in our break
room, playing guitar and chatting. We played all of his early records on
Capricorn before everyone knew him as the star he is today. He came back
on his first headlining tour and said, “Isn’t this crazy?” That’s one of the
things that makes country music so great – those relationships you’ll never forget.
Humble Pie: It wasn’t something that didn’t work, it was something that did and I missed –
Craig Morgan’s “Almost Home.” I liked his music but just didn’t hear that song the first 20 times.
Jon Loba even came and literally camped out at the radio station to get our attention. Once we
started playing the song, it just took off and became a huge hit for us and Craig. I was sorry we
were so blind earlier.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Brad Paisley was in our conference room introducing himself
and talking about this song he was going to sing that was written by Kelley Lovelace. I
stopped him and said, “Wait, who?” Kelley and I were friends in high school but had lost track
of each other over the years. It was so great to see a bright new artist playing an amazing song
written by a guy that I graduated high school with. What a crazy, small world.
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Rusty
Walker

Country Consultant

Happy Feat: Two acts that stick out are Alabama in the late
‘70s and Keith Urban in the late ‘90s. I was at WQYK & WQIK/
Tampa in the early days of Alabama, and we were early supporters,
giving them “big market support” even before they were signed to
RCA. The late Rick Shayne and I were both big fans of The Ranch
during their Capitol days. I remember telling Bill Catino on several
occasions that I thought Keith Urban had star quality.
 	 Humble Pie: There have been so many; I have the worst ears in country music. That’s
why I rely on the opinions of country music fans to shape my own opinions of a song. I am,
primarily, a country radio strategist and as a programmer, very “research-driven.” I was only a
music director for a couple of months, and quickly demoted.
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Mike
Peterson

WUSN/Chicago PD

Happy Feat: The adoption process of Sugarland (not including
regular tour visits) has included unique promotions that have put
them in front of thousands of locals at the first-ever Shedd Aquarium
concert on Lake Michigan, a private performance themed around their
song, “Baby Girl,” at the Ritz-Carlton, and a sold-out Chicago Theatre
concert benefiting St. Jude. Additionally, the Sugars have become true
friends of the radio station, literally making themselves available at a
moment’s notice for phoners, website content, teeth-whitening sessions and the occasional
surprise visit to just say hello. Ticket sales are big, record sales are high, and their Q factor
is at the level of most of our other superstars. Chicagoland definitely loves Sugarland!
 	 Can’t Make This Stuff Up: We got a laugh out of the simple packaging of Carrie
Underwood’s “So Small” CD, which came in a box big enough to sleep APD/MD Marci
Braun. In the strange category, I’d go with an unnamed artist’s hands-on approach when
discussing his new CD while sitting in my office. To say it was a surprise to suddenly feel his
hand on my upper thigh would be a dramatic understatement.
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Marc
Chase

Clear Channel SRVPP

Happy Feat: In Tampa in 1989-1990, Stevie B. was a virtually ignored
artist. A half-dozen songs became massive hits for [WFLZ] the Power Pig,
and Stevie wound up being a member of our dysfunctional family. I think
he still calls Jeff Kapugi on his birthday.
continued on Page 18

Humble Pie: Today there are a few current country songs that have
the potential to cross over into the mainstream. Many of our mainstream
programmers object to playing the songs due to “the way it sounds.” I was thrilled
to see Carrie Underwood’s “Before He Cheats” do well at stations who gave her
a legitimate shot. Kenny Chesney and Uncle Kracker’s “When The Sun Goes
Down” had the same potential, but it was a little too early in the acceptance curve.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: When [UMG President] Monte Lipman was just
a music mogul in the making, someone decided it would be a great idea to make
him bring 20/20 cameras on a music call. He didn’t go home with an add.
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Butch
Waugh

Happy Feat: RCA serviced radio the lead single, “Time Of My
Life,” from the Dirty Dancing soundtrack three times before it finally
hit. Our initial shipments to the accounts were somewhere in the 50,000
to 100,000 range, but if we had known the project was going to sell in
excess of 15 million we might have shipped more. That album came at a
time when RCA as a company really needed a hit.
In country, Kenny Chesney’s career has become the biggest story I have
ever been involved with. I met him in 1997, and all he ever wanted was to
make great music, put on a great show and satisfy his fans. To this day, he
works as hard as ever, pays attention to detail, loves his fans and continues
to give them every ounce of energy he has.
Humble Pie: The “scan driver.” The accounts feel it, the consumer wants to own it, you can
fill momentum building, only to hear the words, “It is not testing.” It’s gut-wrenching. Scans get
the attention of tour promoters, TV, print and will drive a career, but when the song goes away at
radio, all the momentum goes with it.
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Becky
Brenner
KMPS/Seattle PD

Happy Feat: I take great pride in my 2000 CRS campaign to recruit
people to take the limos to Ocean Way Studios to hear this new group,
Rascal Flatts. I went three times and told every person I saw that they had
to hear this group. Many – Tim Closson, Tim Roberts, Michael J. Fox –
were doing the same thing, but there were naysayers. It’s thrilling to see
the band’s success.
Humble Pie: I still believe in the talents of Mark McGuinn, Ryan Shupe
& The Rubber Band and John Corbett. I have also been humbled by the songs/artists I didn’t “get”
in the beginning – Kenny Chesney and The Dixie Chicks, to name two.   No one is 100% right all
of the time and, in the end, the listeners will determine the hits.
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Mike
Curb

Curb Records
Chairman

Jimmy
Harnen

Capitol/Nashville SVPP

Happy Feat: Of late, having Luke Bryan’s debut single, “All My
Friends Say,” hit the top 10 32 weeks after we shipped it is really
gratifying. Luke and the entire team worked very hard and traveled
many miles. Everyone just put their heads down and kept pedaling.
Humble Pie: Anytime any record stops short of the goal, it is
heartbreaking. Trace Adkins’ “Arlington” was one of those for me. While
it did receive a lot of airplay and did reach No. 15, I truly felt it was a No. 1 record. I lost a lot of
sleep during that time rethinking everything and trying to find a way through. To this day, that
song stops me in my tracks whenever I hear it on the radio. It’s extraordinary.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I have sent photos of myself to radio dressed up as a turkey,
a leprechaun, Uncle Sam with Randy Travis, Austin Powers with Linda Davis as Agent
Kensington, a bumblebee with my then six-month-old son Luke, as a nun with Toby Keith,
a knight, a Hershey’s Kiss with Jessica Andrews, and have walked around Nashville radio
remotes dressed up as one of Eric Church’s “two pink lines,” just to name a few. Perhaps the
strangest thing is that I don’t find this strange.

Bill
Catino

UMG/Nashville EVPP

Happy Feat: I’m pretty proud of breaking Meat Loaf. We were a small,
five-man label called Cleveland International – a Cinderella story in the
making. Everyone at our distributor, CBS-Epic, thought we were crazy
to think we had a shot at getting this 250-plus-pound rocker to work. We
believed that this is a “no rules” business and the people love underdogs.
And 19 million albums later, not counting bootlegs, everyone was a believer.
And I’d be lying if I said that breaking all the sales and chart records
for more than a decade with Garth wasn’t equally thrilling. Everyone acts
like the old R&R never existed, but we had so many firsts. First with
more than four weeks at No. 1. First to debut inside the top 10. It was a great feeling, and
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Randy
Goodman

Lyric Street President

Sony BMG/Nashville EVP
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I’m sticking around long enough, hopefully, to see that passion and
excitement come back.
Humble Pie: Closing Cleveland International two years after selling
19 million albums. Also, getting excited about a new act, getting radio on
board, but not the audience.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Pulling up to a station in a long, black Caddy,
opening the trunk and telling the PD to jump in is always fun. Kidding!

Happy Feat: September 11 happened on a Tuesday. That next Monday morning, Aaron
Tippin was sitting in his truck outside the Lyric Street offices waiting for someone to show
up, and I just happened to be first. He played “Where The Stars And Stripes And Eagle Fly.”
I turned it down after the first chorus and started calling people in to hear it. Everyone started
brainstorming, we came up with the idea for the Red Cross donation and by the next morning
were downloading the song to radio – one of the first times we’d ever
done that. Not to diminish anything else we’ve ever done as a label, but
that was a uniquely inspirational moment – a chance for us to make a
difference doing what we do.
Humble Pie: I believe in Sarah Buxton, but it’s been frustrating. And
I don’t blame radio; a lot of major market stations have championed
her. Maybe it’s a little too edgy for its time, but she’s such a uniquely
gifted talent as a writer, vocalist and stylist. My commitment is that
we’ll figure it out, but right now that one’s got the freshest sting. It’s an
open wound.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I’m searching for one that won’t get me
jailed or disowned by family, church or current employer. I’ll go to two
extremes. The first was when we first started with Lyric Street and the
CMA was having its board meeting in Los Angeles. Being naïve, I called the head of synergy
at Disney and suggested a reception for the board at Disney Studios. When the time came, we
got off the buses and were greeted by Beauty & The Beast, Cinderella, the Seven Dwarves,
Mickey and Minnie, and had an incredible banquet. Michael Eisner himself came out to greet
the board, then they sectioned everyone off and gave them tours of the animation studios, the
Armageddon set or the Imagineering facility. It was an unbelievably huge spectacle and we
were all blown away.
The other story is from Lyric Street’s early days when adds were hard to come by. Our Southeast
regional, Theresa Durst, kept hearing from PDs how tight things were, how tough it was to get
something new on the playlist. So she bought a box of Astroglide, which is a sex aid, and sent bottles
of the stuff to all her programmers with a note that said, “Maybe this will help with your tight lists.”
And of course, that opened things up and allowed us to get a bunch of adds.
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Joel
Burke

KYGO/Denver PD

Happy Feat: Most recently, Jack Ingram’s “Wherever You Are.” We
were the first station outside the state of Texas to play the song. Watching
it go No. 1 was awesome.
Humblse Pie: My biggest disappointment in the past couple of
years was my belief and support of Hanna McEuen. I learned the
hard way that sometimes the most talented artists can fall through the
cracks in Nashville. Also, sometimes artists and songs are just too
artistic for the format.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: A record rep once said to me, “Come on, Joel, play the song. It
sucks less than their last one.” I don’t think this person is in the business anymore.
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Mike Moore
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Entercom VP/Country; KWJJ/Portland PD

Lindy

Sirius Satellite Radio
Country PD

Happy Feat: Taylor Swift blew me away at Toby Keith’s CRS guitar
pull a few years ago. I rattled the phones and email at Big Machine
demanding music. We put 4 songs into rotation and got amazing
response. I know I’m waaaay out on a limb to say this about a new and
very young artist, but I truly believe she’s going to be huge over the next
few decades.
Humble Pie: I was programming WPOC/Baltimore when I first heard
Brian McComas’ CD sampler. I got him on a WPOC concert, played the
music and tried to get our music meeting excited about it. In the end, a
handful of our listeners felt like I did, but that handful wasn’t enough. The
lesson was this: it’s not about what I (or any PD) thinks of the song. From
time to time, every one of us should stick their neck out on an unknown
record that they truly believe that’s what keeps radio exciting. But the audience decides.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I’ve started to answer this question about 10 times...and deleted
every one of them. However, I’d like to answer it in detail between 2am and 4am at CRS 2008
somewhere near the Bridge Bar. See? Now we all get to keep our jobs! I love this business.
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Mike
Kennedy

Wilkes/Kansas City Dir./
Programming; KBEQ/KC PD

Happy Feat: Blake Shelton was in the middle of a label shuffle way
back when, and it really felt like they were going to let “Austin” just go
away. So KBEQ and a couple of other stations started really banging the
single and, hopefully, helped turn this into the hit song it truly was.
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Skip
Bishop

Arista/Nashville VPP

Happy Feat: After the astounding success Lonestar’s “Amazed” enjoyed at Country,
Butch Waugh came to New York, played it for me and said, “What do you think?”
We mapped out a plan for Pop radio and I began the laborious task of knocking on
closed doors. Top 40 was in a dance music moment and there was little to no Country
crossover activity, but after wearing them down, my friends at Z100/New York
agreed to one midday spin...and all hell broke loose. The phones went
nuts and their early research was massive. “Amazed” went on to be a
multi-week No. 1 Pop record.
Humble Pie: Radio’s lack of enthusiasm for Alan Jackson’s “Red
on a Rose” album. It’s a brilliant piece of music – one people will
continue discovering for years.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I was asked to meet an artist on
Saturday in the presidential suite of a lavish Los Angeles hotel to
explain the difference between reported charts and the newly emerged
detection- and audience-driven chart. I asked if I could bring my then
11-year-old daughter, Elizabeth, and was told it was fine. The security
was massive and were we escorted on a private elevator and met by
four guys with suits and walkie talkies.
Sir Elton greeted us at the door in a beautiful silk kimono and an army of aides poured our
teas, moved the room temp up and down, adjusted the light in the room and fluffed couch pillows
while I explained this new chart methodology. My daughter, meanwhile, was bowling with
apples from Elton’s fruit basket, doing somersaults off the furniture and teaching the security
guards “The Hokey Pokey.” It was quite a snapshot.
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JOEL
RAAB

Country Consultant

Happy Feat: One of my clients was playing “Good Morning
Beautiful” as an album cut, and getting huge response. Once the song
was released as a single, I knew it was a hit and helped spread the
word. The No. 1 couldn’t have happened to a nicer guy, Steve Holy.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Ten years ago a label ran a contest for PDs, MDs and consultants.
To be entered to win, you had to guess the peak chart position that song would reach. I thought the
song was pretty bad, so my guess was “will not chart.” It didn’t. I was the only one who made that
prediction, and won. The label was gracious enough to give me the prize.
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MICHAEL
O’MALLEY
Country Consultant

Happy Feat: The first time I heard John Michael Montgomery’s “Life’s A
Dance,” I thought it was a special song. I don’t know if WYNY/New York
was the first to add it or not, but Steve Blatter, who was my MD at the time,
agreed to add it on the spot.   
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I’ll always remember a CMA Awards afterparty where I was walking over to congratulate Kix Brooks and introduce
myself. But before I had the chance, he asked if I could bring a bottle of champagne to his table.
Apparently, my tuxedo was similar to those of the waitstaff and he’d mistaken me for a waiter.
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KEVIN
HERRING
Lyric Street VPP

Happy Feat: Hearing Aaron Tippin’s “Where The Stars And Stripes And Eagle Fly” in Randy
Goodman’s office after 9/11 and seeing it show up on nearly every
Country radio station in America in a matter of days.
Humble Pie: I’m not really sure what went wrong or why it didn’t
happen, but I thought SHeDaisy’s “In Terms Of Love” was a can’tmiss smash. I still feel that way. Sometimes, despite your best efforts, a
great song falls victim to the system and timing.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: I was working a Larry Boone record for
Mercury. New York City wasn’t exactly a friendly market for Larry, and
WYNY MD Steve Blatter was fighting me tooth-and-nail. I arranged a
dinner with him at a Manhattan restaurant, and before the dinner I went
to the restaurant to arrange with the maître d’ to play Larry’s song over
the restaurant’s sound system during dinner. Amazing the spins you can
get for $10 (payola is legal in a restaurant). Halfway through our meal,
the Larry Boone record eased its way into the music mix much, to Mr.
Blatter’s surprise. He was so amazed I went to such trouble that he added the record. “Don’t
Give Candy To A Stranger” went on to be a top 10 song.
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Coyote
Calhoun

WAMZ/Louisville PD

Happy Feat: Mercury brought Toby Keith to town for dinner in early
1993. He was from Oklahoma, I’m from Oklahoma. He’s a big Sooners
fan, I’m a big Sooners fan. I got along so well with him, I thought, “I
really hope he can sing.” A couple months later, Mercury brought the
Triple Play bill into town – John Brannen, Shania Twain and Toby. We’d
just started playing “Shoulda Been A Cowboy” and I thought he was
going to be a star. A few years later, George Briner stopped by to play
me a song called, “How Do You Like Me Now?!” I loved it first time
through, and that doesn’t happen often. George called Toby on the spot and I told him this was
going to be the biggest song of his career. It made me feel good because I’d been a supporter
from the start.
Humble Pie: The Catherine Britt record. She’s young and it’s early in her career, so it could still
happen. But I thought “What I Did Last Night” would be a monster and went out on a limb for it.
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Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Warner Bros. brought a duo in to
play Coyote’s, a local club I have a piece of. They had this beautiful
girl singing backup for them who had enough moxie to go around
introducing herself to people and sign autographs. She had all the
earmarks of being a star, and later became one. Faith Hill. Another
time, RCA brought John Rich in as part of the New Faces of Country
series, and he had Gretchen Wilson singing backup. Now I make a
point of meeting all the people who play in the bands. You never
know.

Bob
Moody

Regent VP/Programming

Happy Feat: In 1994 Merle Haggard had a legitimate No. 1 hit at
WPOC/Baltimore with a song called, “In My Next Life,” even though it
peaked at No. 58 on the national charts. Someone gave me a phone number
and asked that I call Haggard, who thanked me for having the “courage” to
play his music. That meant a lot to me and I’ll never forget it.
Humble Pie: I’ve eaten so much “crow” over the years that it’s one of
my major food groups. I told Tom Schuyler that the downside of signing
Kenny Chesney would be that he was too scrawny to ever star in a video.
Thankfully, he didn’t pay any attention to me. I was also convinced that
a female group called Evangeline would be the biggest act since Garth
Brooks. Their only single died at No. 70 on the national charts.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: In 1991, I convinced a Mercury rep that I couldn’t add “It’s
Chitlin’ Time” by the Kentucky HeadHunters because it wouldn’t be right to play a song about
pork during Rosh Hashanah.
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Blair
Garner

After Midnight and Blair
Garner Show Host

Happy Feat: Collin Raye’s “What if Jesus Comes Back Like That”
wasn’t a single, and wasn’t going to be. But I believed in it and put it
on with a vengeance. Epic wasn’t the least bit happy that within only
a week or so – thanks to After MidNite affiliates joining the campaign
– we got “What if Jesus Comes Back Like That” within one or two
positions of their official release, “One Boy, One Girl.”
I’m not going to lie, Jack Lameier had a few choice words for me, but he and I laugh about it
now. Ultimately, Epic threw its support behind the song. Collin thanks me profusely whenever
I see him. And every year when Christmas time rolls around, I get a special feeling of pride for
pushing as hard as I did.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Back in my CHR days, I worked with Jessica Ettinger, MD at
WPLJ/New York. We were between PDs and a listener sent her a cassette of some European
release by an unnamed artist with many No. 1 hits who couldn’t get a record deal. It sounded like
George Michael, but neither she nor I could identify the singer. Jessica called the listener and I
saw her jaw drop as she mouthed, “Donny Osmond!”
At the time our competitor, Z100, was calling us “Wimp Radio,” so we couldn’t very well
play a purple-socked Donny Osmond. Or so it seemed. After a little brainstorming, we put it on
as our “PLJ Mystery Artist.” If it connected with the listeners, great. If not, we’d just drop it and
nobody would be the wiser.
Within one week “Soldier of Love” became far and away our most-requested song. And,
since it was an import, it was our exclusive. Man, did Z100 hate that. Jessica called Bill Waite,
Donny’s then-manager, who about had a coronary. He agreed to fly an incredibly grateful and
disbelieving Donny to be on with Jim Kerr, our legendary morning man. We promoted the reveal
to Gotham City and had a buzz going like I’d never known. When Kerr introduced Donny, the
place went nuts! John Fagot of Capitol Records was listening, and within minutes called the
station and offered Donny a deal. “Soldier” went all the way to No. 1.
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Mike
Culotta
WQYK/Tampa PD

Happy Feat: We were the first ones on Big & Rich in America. The
label sent us the advance, and [MD] Jay Roberts and I absolutely loved
it. We had multiple cuts on the air at the same time. They came into the
market prior to the album coming out, and people were singing along to
every song. It was a touching moment for them, and for us.
Humble Pie: We have always loved the Warren Brothers and played
their music. And Joe Galante and the folks over there have made repeated attempts to get it going.
Maybe in today’s environment the result would be different.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Sawyer Brown’s “800 Pound Jesus” isn’t a song we were instantly on,
and we had lots of discussions with the label, which really wanted us to play it. At one point Jay made
a sarcastic comment that if an 800-pound Jesus showed up it would be a sign for us to spin it. Sure
enough, the next day Brooks Quigley from Curb went to a garden store and sent us a Jesus statue. We
called him and told him it only weighed 150 or 200 pounds, and he said, “I’ve got four more, I can
send them down.” We played the record, and one of our DJs still has the statue in his backyard.
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Kerry
Wolfe

WMIL/Milwaukee PD

Happy Feat: While working in Colorado Springs at KKCS, I was
cleaning my one-bedroom apartment on a beautiful Saturday afternoon. I
was getting bored, but just happened to have brought home a VHS EPK of
a new act. I popped it in and heard “Much Too Young (To Feel This Damn
Old),” as well as “The Dance” and “If Tomorrow Never Comes.” I was
blown away and called every friend I had in radio at the time and told them
how ginormous this Garth Brooks guy was going to be. Most thought I was
crazy, but I made Colorado Springs believers from the start.
Humble Pie: Van Zant’s “That Scares Me” didn’t happen and I was a huge believer, jumping
way out in front. I’m not sure why it didn’t happen; I still think it was one of the most relatable
songs I’ve ever heard. Another song I tried to make a hit was Kenny Chesney’s “Tin Man.” Les
Acree told me about Kenny, I checked it out and fell in love with the song. It was re-released a
few years later and didn’t work then, either.
Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Seeing Bill Heltemes from Atlantic standing on a scissors lift at
6am dressed in a Superman outfit trying to get me to play a Craig Morgan song. Hours later, I

